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Import licensing Tenderin[! Scheme-Call for Tenders 

PuRSUANr to the Import Control Regulations 1973, Amendment No. 3 (S.R. 1980/246), the Secretary of Trade and Industry acting under 
delegated authority is calling tenders for the import licences for the goods specified below. These constitute "Round 3A" (Plastics, Apparel 
and Writing Instruments). The closing time and date for tenders is 5 p.m. on the 16th of August 1982. Instructions for prospective tenderers 
and the general terms and conditions which apply to the submission and acceptance of tenders is set out in the Guide to Import Licence Tender
ing. Copies of this guide and a redesigned tender form ( blue) must be obtained from the Department of Trade and Industry or Customs Depart
ments. Tenders should be addressed to the Registrar, Import Licensing Tendering, Department of Trade and Industry, P.O. Box 3146, Wel
ton. Tenders for "'Round 3A" will be opened on the 17th of August 1982 and the official results will be published in the New Zealand Gazette. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Apparel Tendering Scheme 

Allocations under Chapters 60 and 61 represent the second round of the apparel tendering scheme as provided for under the Textile lndustrY 
Development Plan. Also incorporated is the first round of plastic apparel tendering scheme in accordance with provisions of the Plastics 
Industry Development Plan; and 15 percent 1981-82 basic licence allocations for consumer goods. Two licence unit sizes are offered in each 
category and importers may make bids for both. 

Tendering-Chapter 39- Plastics 
With 2 exceptions these allocations represent the first round of tendering under the Plastics Industry Development Plan to 1990. 
Tender Nos. 375 and 378 represent the 15 percent of 1981-82 basic licence allocations for consumer goods which the government decided 

would be tendered in 1982-83. Allocations under the previous Item Code 39 090 were split into the corresponding new item codes of which 
only two were large enough to be put up for tender. 

Plastic Wrapping Regulations 197G 

Importers interested in tendering for licence in item codes under Chapter 39 should refer to the Plastic Wrapping Regulations 1979 
(reprinted in the August issue of the Import Licensing Bulletin) and any enquiries should be directed to the Department of Health. 

Writing Instruments 

This allocation represents the fir~t round of tendering under the New Zealand Writing Instruments Industry Plan. 

Tenderers should note that, if. successful, they are required to provide full details of how their tender licences are used. This information will 
be confidential to the department. 


